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India (91)
Bahrain (973)
Kuwait (965)
Oman (968)
Qatar (974)
Saudi Arabia (966)
UAE (971)
USA (1)
UK (44)
Nigeria (234)
Niger (227)
Romania (40)
Nicaragua (505)
New Zealand (64)
Poland (48)
New Caledonia (687)
Netherlands (31)
Nepal (977)
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Peru (51)
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Papua New Guinea (675)
Panama (507)
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Portugal (351)
Norway (47)
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Mali (223)
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Malaysia (60)
Malawi (265)
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Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of (389)
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                    Take a step closer to your dream home. Enquire now!
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                    CENTRED AROUND YOU
PANCH PAKHADI, THANE
Know more

								

								Artist's impression
						
Sculpting your era
Kalyan (W), MMR
Know more

								

								Artist's impression
						
Hiranandani Estate is Thane's largest and finest township
Estate, Thane
Know more

								

								Shot on location
						
Limited edition sea-facing collection
OMR, Chennai
Know more

								

								Shot on location
						
Home to lush green spaces and pleasant weather all year round
Devanahalli, Bangalore
Know more
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						Fulcrum Andheri
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                                Commercial

                                Hiranandani Business Park stands as the commercial flagship of House of Hiranandani, strategically positioned off Ghodbunder Road within Hiranandani Estate, Thane. It boasts a collection of commercial towers characterized by neo-classical architecture, distinguished construction quality, and sustainable attributes. Tata Consultancy, WeWork, Bayer Crop Science are among the esteemed clientele who have chosen to lease office spaces within Hiranandani Business Park.
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                                Industrial Parks

                                At Hiranandani Industrial Parks, we create spaces that inspire great ideas and promote inclusive growth. Like the real estate brand, Hiranandani Industrial Parks endeavors to provide its customers with an infrastructure that enables them to set benchmarks in their respective industry and thus evolve in a holistic manner.
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                                DATA CENTRE PARKS

                                We have expertise in catering to the ever growing demand of data centre parks. Our Lighthall commercial project in Andheri East houses data centre of more than 6 lacs sqft.
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                                EDUCATION

                                Education is the cornerstone of success for every individual and is the foundation for a strong and progressive nation. The Hiranandani Foundation School in Powai & Thane provides a conducive environment for learning in the impressionable years of a child's life, so that they can achieve their full potential. Similarly HUS in Chennai has a nurturing and stimulating atmosphere to help students emerge as confident global citizens.
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                                HEALTHCARE

                                Our multi-speciality hospital in Powai & Thane has become a frontline provider of comprehensive healthcare in Mumbai. They have state-of-the art infrastructure capable of handling any medical situations – from emergencies to the regular needs of people within our townships and beyond.
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                                RETAIL

                                We have created unique retail experiences in all our communities as they provide a perfect platform for community building. “The Walk” in Thane offers pedestrian friendly high-street retail in a culturally vibrant environment, while Powai is home to luxury brands and boutiques and has an array of fine dining experiences amidst tree-lined boulevards that makes it a highly desired and frequented retail destination.
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                                HOSPITALITY

                                Five-star business hotels, special ecotels created by us add lustre to our integrated communities. Be it residents, expats or business travellers, we have built something for everyone. To add to that, our communities are home to a variety of multi-cuisine restaurants, cafes and lounges that provide an elite and stylish experience to guests.
					
                            

                         
                   
                    
                		

	 

		        	
				
				OUR LEGACY
								
				
						
						  									
								
									POWAI

																		

																		
										Hiranandani Gardens in Powai is a picturesque destination that has redefined the real estate  skyline of Mumbai. It is considered one of the finest integrated communities and is an aspirational address for buyers and investors alike. The neo-classical architecture with vintage design nestled between lakes and hills adds to the reality of the township. Intelligent planning, focused development and immaculate execution has made it a lifestyle destination that is second to none.

                                                                                 View more	                                        
                                        									

								
							
							  

							
	
						  									
								
									THANE

																			

																			
										Hiranandani Estate in Thane offers a distinctive and extraordinary residential environment amidst the serene backdrop of Yeoor hills and Ulhas River. Holistic living, a plethora of amenities within the community, and an environment friendly living space blend with the comforts of modern technology. It has over 120 occupied towers and many more are currently under construction to cater to the increasing demands of consumers who wish to upgrade in life.

                                                                                 View more	                                        
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India (91)
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Nicaragua (505)
New Zealand (64)
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Antarctica (672)
Philippines (63)
Peru (51)
Paraguay (595)
Papua New Guinea (675)
Panama (507)
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Reunion (262)
Portugal (351)
Norway (47)
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Myanmar (95)
Mali (223)
Maldives (960)
Malaysia (60)
Malawi (265)
Madagascar (261)
Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of (389)
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Luxembourg (352)
Lithuania (370)
Liechtenstein (423)
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Mozambique (258)
Morocco (212)
Montserrat (1-664)
Montenegro (382)
Mongolia (976)
Monaco (377)
Moldova, Republic of (373)
Mexico (52)
Comoros (269)
Mauritius (230)
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (218)
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Turks and Caicos Islands (1-649)
Turkmenistan (993)
Turkey (90)
Tunisia (216)
Trinidad and Tobago (1-868)
Tonga (676)
Tokelau (690)
Thailand (66)
Tajikistan (992)
Syrian Arab Republic (963)
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															*Select Location
Panch Pakhadi, Thane
Hiranandani Woodspring, Kalyan
Kandivali,Mumbai
Rodas Enclave  -  Thane
Hiranandani Business Park  -  Thane
Lake Enclave  -  Thane
High Street Retail  -  Thane
One Hiranandani Park  -  Thane
Hiranandani Estate  -  Thane
OMR  -  Chennai
Bannerghatta  -  Bengaluru
Devanahalli  -  Bengaluru
Hebbal  -  Bengaluru
Shankarpally  -  Hyderabad
Thaiyur  -  Chennai
Andheri  -  Mumbai
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                    HEAD OFFICE

                    
					Olympia, Central Avenue, 
Hiranandani Gardens 
Powai Mumbai 400076, INDIA
 Tel: 91-22-25763600 
  property@houseofhiranandani.com
					
					 For residents in India: 
+91 8451040633 

					+91 9022021286 
		            

					 For residents outside India: 
+91 2250647338
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					www.hiranandani.com
	www.hfs.in
	www.hus.edu.in
	www.lokopokodaycare.com
	www.hiranandanifoundationschoolpowai.com
	www.hiranandanischools.edu.in
	www.hiranandanihospital.org
	www.hiranandaniindustrialparks.com


			

            
                © COPYRIGHT 2023-2024 HOUSE OF HIRANANDANI. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

						Disclaimer: The Layout details, Amenities, Facilities mentioned throughout the website are a combination of artists impression, images shot at the location and rendered images as visualised by artists for reference purposes only. These details are subject to modifications, amendments, alterations, revisions at the sole discretion of the Developer without any prior notice. Images displayed on the website in respect to the details of the properties/projects, furniture, fixtures, accessories, etc are indicative in nature to convey the concept and vision of the development and are for Illustrative purposes only. Prices are subject to change at Developer’s discretion and without prior notice. The website consists of an enquiry form, upon submitting the same the proposed user shall receive text messages and emailers regarding the latest updates in reference to all the properties/projects of House of Hiranandani. All Specifications pertaining to residential/ commercial premises/unit shall be in the terms of the Agreement for Sale executed between the Parties. T&C Applicable. 
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